Thriving in a

virtual world
Creating connection, keeping momentum & motivating people
while working in a virtual environment is going to be more critical than
ever. If you need an immediate solution to boost your workforce
performance & productivity while working remotely, we can help!
Key responsibilities for today’s leaders and managers:
Create a feeling
of community

Build momentum
around goals

Enable rapid
sharing & learning

Help people be more
connected and feel
like they’re not working
in isolation.

Align communication
& keep focus to help
your teams avoid
being distracted.

Help people flex & adapt
quickly to unpredictable
changes, so they stay
motivated & productive.

Here’s how Hemsley
Fraser can help
organizations
of all sizes thrive
in today’s world:

Quick access to
virtual meeting platforms

Expert-led
90-minute and
half-day virtual
learning workshops

Digital Hub
with thousands
of curated online
learning resources
Fast conversion
of classroom
training designs
into virtual-ready
versions

Train-the-trainer
accreditation
programs

On-the-go
learning resources
for mobile devices
Graphic design talent
that can help you create
engaging internal messaging

Tools and experience
to help you build a vibrant
and sustainable online community

Help keep your workforce connected.
Combat feelings of isolation.
Communicate effectively, instantly.

To help
a newly-virtual
workforce thrive,
you need:
• the right tools
• an agile platform
• engaging content
• on-demand guidance

Scroll down

for more

This just in:

three brand-new featuring bite-sized micro-learning videos, animations, podcasts,
online playlists! and interactive eBooks, all available through the HF Digital Hub

Working
virtually

Leading during
challenging times

Working from home how do I manage my day?

Learn the specific skills
you need to work effectively
in a virtual team and use
our guides to help you
navigate the many tools at
your fingertips.

Given the same set of circumstances,
some people create team success
and others fail. Great leaders
know how to turn tough times into
big wins. In this playlist we focus on
how to navigate challenging times
and collaborate across our business
to ensure we can navigate turbulent
business climates.

In the current environment,
it is important for all of us to
work smarter, safer, and with
more flexibility. In this playlist
we look at how to work
effectively at home and
get the most from your day.

Planning a virtual meeting

How do I need to think differently?

Platform guides

Working differently to get results

Planning your day

Effective use of technology

Resilience and calm under pressure

Managing your time effectively

Cross-cultural virtual working tips

Managing people remotely

Being outcomes-driven

Being a meeting leader

Keeping staff motivated remotely

Remote reward and recognition

Participation tips for virtual meetings

Critical decision making, at pace

Staying connected with others

Listening and contributing

Self-reliance and autonomy in teams

How to keep your energy levels up

Impact of digital on workplace learning

Coming soon...
Looking after yourself

Managing your team in a crisis

Mental health

Virtual collaboration

When home becomes your workplace

We’re here to help.
Please reach out at any time.
888-559-0074
ustraining@hemsleyfraser.com
hemsleyfraser.com
v03232020US

